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Abstract
In the report, the theory of unimodular bimode gravity built on principles of uni-
modular gauge invariance/relativity and general covariance is exposed. Besides
the massless tensor graviton of General Relativity, the theory includes an (almost)
massless scalar graviton treated as the gravitational dark matter. A spherically
symmetric vacuum solution, describing the coherent scalar-graviton field for the
soft-core dark halos with the asymptotically flat rotation curves, is demonstrated.
Introduction
The report presents an extension to General Relativity (GR) based on the unimodu-
lar relativity and general covariance [1]–[6], the so-called Unimodular Bimode Gravity
(UBG).1 The basic principles of the theory and the simplified Lagrangian model are in-
dicated. The dark halos built of a new particle – the (nearly) massless scalar graviton –
are shown to naturally emulate the galaxy dark matter (DM) halos.
1 Unimodular relativity
Gauge invariance/relativity To be consistent as the effective field theory, in par-
ticular, to allow for the quantum corrections, a gravity theory, describing the spin-two
field, should be built on a gauge principle. The essence of the theory is determined by its
gauge properties under the diffeomorphism transformations, and the group of the gauge
invariance/relativity. More particularly, the diffeomorphisms are given by the coordinate
transformations: xµ → x′µ = x′µ(x) followed by the field substitutions ϕ(x) → ϕ′(x′).
At that, the local properties if the theory are determined by the infinitesimal diffeomor-
phims: xµ → x′µ = xµ + δξxµ, with δξxµ ≡ −ξµ being a vector field. These properties are
expressed through the so-called Lie derivative given by the net infinitesimal variation of a
field exclusively due to its tensor properties: δξϕ(x) = (ϕ
′(x′)−ϕ(x′))x′→x. In particular,
one has for metric
δξgµν = gµλ∂νξ
λ + gνλ∂
λξµ + gµν∂λξ
λ
= ∇µξν +∇νξµ, (1)
where ξµ = gµνξ
ν and ∇µ is a covariant derivative. For a scalar field one has δξφ =
ξµ∂µφ. The general gauge invariance/relativity corresponds to the group of the general
diffeomorphisms (GDiff):
GDiff : ξµ unrestricted. (2)
1For a self-contained exposition, see [6].
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By means of GDiff, one can eliminate in metric all the excessive degrees of freedom, but
for two corresponding to the transverse-tensor graviton. As a result, this ensures the
masslessness of the graviton, mg = 0. This takes place in GR, as well as in its generally
invariant extensions.
Of particular interest is the field
√−g, g ≡ det(gµν), which may, under certain con-
ditions, present an additional, scalar degree of freedom in metric. The respective Lie
derivative is
δξ
√−g = 1
2
√−ggµνδξgµν = ∂µ(
√−gξµ), (3)
or otherwise
δξ ln
√−g = ξµ∂µ ln
√−g + ∂µξµ. (4)
Define the group of the transverse diffeomorphisms (TDiff) as
TDiff : ∂µξ
µ = 0. (5)
It proves, that TDiff is necessary and sufficient for mg = 0 [7], with GDiff of GR being, in
fact, overabundant for this purpose. Moreover, it is seen that under TDiff the quantity
ln
√−g behaves like a scalar field and may thus be used as an extra degree of freedom
in metric, not spoiling the masslessness of the (tensor) graviton. The metric theory of
gravity built on the transverse gauge invariance/relativity is the so-called Transverse
Gravity (TG) (see, e.g., [8]). However, at face value, such a theory is not generally
covariant. To remedy this introduce a nondynamical scalar density µ¯ (the so-called
modulus) transforming as
√−g, so that ς ≡ ln(√−g/µ¯) behaves like a scalar field under
GDiff. Define then the group of the unimodular diffeomorphisms (UDiff) as preserving
the modulus:
UDiff : δξµ¯ = ∂µ(µ¯ξ
µ) = 0, (6)
The theory of gravity built on the unimodular invariance/relativity is Unimodular Gravity
(UG). Being generally covariant, UG is equivalent to the non generally covariant TG in
coordinates where µ¯ = 1 (if any). But now due to the general covariance, one can use
GDiff to study the theory in the arbitrary observer’s coordinates.
Physical/helicity content Indicate the physical/helicity content of UG. Consider the
weak-gravity-field approximation: gµν = ηµν + hµν ,
√−g = 1 + h/2, with h = ηµνhµν =
h00 − hll. Under GDiff, one has
δξh = ξ
µ∂µh+ 2∂µξ
µ,
δξh¯ = ξ
µ∂µh¯+ 2∂µξ
µ, (7)
where h¯/2 ≡ ln µ¯ (not necessarily small). This means that h and h¯ separately can be
eliminated due to GDiff. Nevertheless, ς = (h − h¯)/2 transforming homogeneously as a
scalar field can not be removed and may thus serve as an independent degree of freedom.
With the rest of components in hµν transforming under GDiff exactly as in GR, the
physical/helicity content of UG thus includes:
– transverse deformation (4-volume preserving)/tensor graviton/graviton (λg = ±2);
– compression (form preserving) mode/scalar graviton/systolon (λs = 0).
The bimode gravity mediated by the systolon and graviton may naturally be referred to
as the systo-gravity.
2
2 General covariance
Unimodular Gravity To be precise, under the Unimodular Gravity (UG) we un-
derstand collectively any generally covariant and unimodular invariant metric theory of
gravity containing a nondynamical scalar density (modulus) µ¯. For general covariance,
µ¯ may enter only through µ¯/
√−g. The UG action in the vacuum looks generically like:
S =
∫
L d4x =
∫
L(gµν , µ¯/
√−g)√−g d4x, (8)
with L being the scalar Lagrangian. The UG field equations (FEs) in vacuum are obtained
by extremizing S under δµ¯ = 0, with the result
Gµν ≡ δL/δgµν = 0, (9)
and µ¯ appearing as an external functional parameter. Ultimately, this signifies the open-
ness of the system of fields considered and may, conceivably, serve as an off-spring of a
“new physics”. Some particular cases of UG are as follows.
General Relativity The marginal case of with the absence of µ¯ corresponds to GR:
L = −κ2g
(1
2
R− Λ
)√−g,
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 0, (10)
where κg is the Planck mass and Λ is a cosmological constant. The GR vacuum corre-
sponds thus to R = 4Λ.
Unimodular Relativity The restriction
√−g/µ¯ = 1 corresponds to the so-called
Unimodular Relativity (UR) [9]:
L = −κ
2
g
2
(R
√−g)|√−g=µ¯,
Rµν − 1
4
Rgµν = 0 , (11)
so that R remains undetermined by FEs. The Bianchi identity gives additionally ∂µR = 0.
Henceforth, the UR vacuum corresponds to R = Λ0, with Λ0 being an integration con-
stant, reproducing effectively the Lagrangian Λ-term. Thus UR is classically equivalent to
GR with a cosmological constant, both theories describing only massles tensor graviton.
Unimodular Bimode Gravity The radically new gravity theory appears when µ¯/
√−g
enters through the additional kinetic term. This case corresponds to Unimodular Bimode
Gravity (UBG/systo-gravity) [6]:
L =
(
− κ
2
g
2
R +
κ2s
2
gµν∂µς∂νς
)√−g,
ς ≡ ln√−g/µ¯. (12)
In addition to the massless transverse-tensor graviton, UBG/systo-gravity describes the
(nearly) massless scalar graviton/systolon ς, characterized by the appropriate mass scale
3
κs < κg. The UBG/systo-gravity Lagrangian is unique because:
– the higher derivative terms with ς are suppressed by the powers of 1/κs;
– the derivativeless terms with ς are forbidden under the global symmetry ς → ς + ς0.2
The FEs for UBG/systo-gravity are
Rµν − 1
2
gµν − κ−2g T µνs = 0, (13)
where Tsµν is the effective systolon energy-momentum tensor:
Tsµν =
(
∂µσ∂νσ − 1
2
∂σ · ∂σgµν
)
+ κs∇ · ∇σgµν , (14)
where σ ≡ κsς, The non-harmonic term κs∇ · ∇σ is specific to UBG/systo-gravity and
may serve as a signature of the latter, being absent in other gravity theories such as, e.g.:
– GR with a free massless scalar field;
– the free Brans-Dicke theory in Einstein frame.
In essence, such a term, ensuring a peculiar dark halo solution, is in charge for treating
the systolon as a DM particle.
3 Dark halos
Harmonic scalar field In the case ∇·∇σ = 0, the UBG/systo-gravity FEs are similar
to those of GR with a free massless scalar field. Having singularity at the origin, their
solutions describe the so-called dark holes/fractures consisting of the scalar field σ and
the matter at the origin. The particular cases of the dark holes/fractures are:
– the black holes: no scalar field;
– the vacuum holes: no matter.3
Non-harmonic scalar field In the case ∇ · ∇σ 6= 0, there appears a principally new
spherically symmetric regular solution to the vacuum FEs. It looks approximately like
(Fig. 1):
ςh =
{
τ 2 − 3
10
τ 4 +O(τ 6), τ ≤ 1,
ln 3τ 2, τ  1, (15)
where τ = r/R0 is the scaled radial distance, with R0 being an integration constant. This
solution describes the dark halos, with R0 being their characteristic distance scales. The
energy density profile of a dark halo is as follows (Fig. 2):
ρh/ρ0 =
{
1− τ 2 + 4
5
τ 4 +O(τ 6), τ ≤ 1,
1/(3τ 2) +O(1/τ 5/2), τ  1, (16)
with the central energy density ρ0 = 3κ
2
s/R
2
0. This profile lies somewhere in between the
two commonly accepted Monte Carlo cases:
– the pseudo-isothermal sphere: ρref/ρ0 = 1/(1 + τ
2) (dotted line);
– the isothermal sphere: ρ¯/ρ0 = 1/(3τ
2) (thin line).
2For potential Vs(ς) violating the global symmetry and producing, in particular, the mass for ς,
see [4, 6].
3For more detail on the dark holes/fractures, in particular, on the difference between their physical
interpretation in UBG/systo-gravity and GR with a scalar field, see [3, 6].
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Figure 1: Dark halo solution ςh(τ).
Figure 2: Normalized energy density profile ρh(τ)/ρ0.
In reality, there should also be included corrections to the halo core due to:
– luminous matter ρlm;
– particle DM ρdm.
The halo rotation curve profile is as follows (Fig. 3):
v2h/υ
2
∞ =
{
τ 2 − 3
5
τ 4 +O(τ 6), τ ≤ 1,
1 +O(1/√τ), τ  1, (17)
with υ∞ being the asymptotic rotation velocity: υ∞ = κs/
√
2κg. In order for the dark
halos to have baring to galaxies, υ∞ should be about 10−3. This approximately fixes the
mass scale for the scalar gravity relative to the tensor one.
Altogether, one may say about the coherent dark halos that:
– in the vacuum, they are not only possible but are, in a sense, “predictable”, being
thus a signature of UBG/systo-gravity (similar to BHs being a signature of GR and its
extensions);
– in the presence of matter, they are likely to reflect only the universal long-range tail,
with the specific short-range core influenced by matter (including, possibly, the particle
DM besides the luminous one);
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Figure 3: Normalized rotation curve profile vh(τ)/υ∞.
– the two-component DM (the coherent systolon field plus the continuous medium) may
eventually present the long-waited solution to the DM puzzle.4
Conclusion
We conclude as follows:
– UBG/systo-gravity is the theoretically viable extension to GR, safely preserving its
solid features, as well as predicting a lot of new phenomena beyond GR;
– the emerging new particle – the (almost) massless scalar graviton/systolon – reveals
the properties imminent to DM;
– further studying the theoretical and observational aspects of the theory, especially due
to inclusion of matter, is quite urgent.
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